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A big challenge lies ahead for the
water sector

A Big Challenge Framed

All senior water leaders are saying it, there are a huge number of
critical challenges the world is facing right now, ‘Water’ is one of them.
On a day to day basis we all rely on water to survive and to live our
lives. As leaders in this sector we ensure people are able to access
this but as we know, this is not an easy task. As we move into the
future this resource will become more valuable, more scarce and
require different thinking from EVERYONE.

In order to protect the environment, deal with the challenges of climate
change, a growing population and deliver a sustainable future, the
water sector needs everyone to play a part. Water companies alone
cannot deliver a sustainable future. People will need to accept change.
They will need to change their own behaviour and will need to
collaborate with water companies. Simply asking for change will not be
enough. This is one framing of a challenge laid out in front of the water
sector right now.

Trust

After spending the last few years working with water leaders and
listening to the wider voice of water leaders across the sector speaking
at various conferences and engagements recently, one theme
continues to shine brightest and be agreed upon by all when thinking
around the future. It’s that of ‘Trust’. It is believed that the level of trust
between the water sector and consumer is not where it needs to be.
All water leaders have pointed to this as a direction of travel in almost
all conversations we've heard or been involved with.

Household Customers who Trust their company - 63%
(CCW Water Matters Annual Tracking Survey (6,310 total
customers surveyed) Source: CCW; England and Wales,
Apr 2019 - Mar 2020).

If building Trust outwardly is important then what about internally, with
our people. There is a well documented connection between an
organisations culture and its Customer performance and high levels of
internal Trust are at the heart of any great culture.

‘Business units with engagement scores in the top 25%
had 10% stronger customer metrics’ (decision-
wise.com) 2



Managers as Leaders

We believe from our own experiences that leadership and
management is the only place to start. If we are focussed on building
more trust with our consumers we will need to ensure we are able to
do the same with our people and in order to do that we need to have
the right leadership and management skills and approaches in place.
All of this in a world recently hit with a global pandemic.

It's not that we are saying great management practice isn't required,
but more that leadership capability will need to come to the fore and
not just in our senior population.

Middle management developing the right skills and approaches for the
future are going to be critical our efforts, and as water leaders we all
believe this.

However, we have a gap to bridge to enable this group. Yes, we have
ongoing efforts but how do we know if they will be enough. 

Leadership in managers will be
critical

94%

of leaders asked believe the
role of this group is either
critical or extremely critical to
the achievement of their big
goals in the next 5 years and
that their development is on
this path

91% of leaders asked believe there
is a significant gap

78%
of leaders asked believe L&D
strategy alignment needs
improving
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Now is the time to act….to Get
Knowledge

At Get Knowledge we have been working with
water leaders to deliver improvements for the
past 3 years. We’ve grown fond of the purpose
and challenge in this sector as we have
developed our own understanding of the role it
plays for good.

This has led us to engage with a wider range of
water leaders at various conference events and
surveys in an attempt to make a positive impact
to a meaningful cause.

There is work to do and a focus to be held on
bridging a very real gap in a critical part of the
overall solution for water. There is a need for us
to pay attention to this today and we believe the
place to start is to Get Knowledge. This paper
promotes the idea of building more of that
knowledge.

Raised awareness around a real challenge within the sector that will need to be tackled to achieve the
big goals.
Create a focus on a significant challenge and provide a platform for improved internal conversations.
Provide a view from beyond a water leaders own environment into how the challenge appears cross
sector.
Provide a platform from which to ask further questions pertaining to how this challenge can be worked
on.

About this Report

This report is based on survey outputs compiled with water leaders framed around the following question:
'How effective are our current approaches to leadership development in our middle management

tiers at building for the skills of the future?'

The data used in this survey was gathered from across 32 water leaders across the months of March-May
2021. This spanned across 7 water companies. All quotes used in this survey are the views of water leaders
who engaged with the process. Other data sources such as Ofwat, ICS have been referenced.

The intent of the report is to provide the following:

A special thank you to the water leaders that engaged to create this report. A truly collaborative bunch with
great insight and a desire to engage outside the box for the greater good. You are a credit to the sector.

There is a gap to bridge with our
Leadership  development

The image articulates 'a challenge' to be
understood towards the visionary direction
for the sector and as such why this subject 
 is the focus
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The number of interactions that middle management have with those
that service Customers on a day to day basis far outweighs that of
senior leaders. These interactions can be used to build or destroy trust
between those entrusted with Customers and the person that
immediately represents the organisation.

The data gathered from water leaders suggests we all believe there
should be a focus placed on the development of this group but this
then in itself points to the big question around effectiveness and
associated ones such as:

What skills/approaches should we be focusing on in order to be
ready for tomorrow’s challenges?

Middle Management will be key
in determining overall success

of leaders asked believe the role of this group is either
critical or extremely critical to the achievement of their
big goals in the next 5 years and that their development
is on this path

94%

The role of senior leaders can never be underplayed and trust of the organisation will be heavily linked to
how senior leaders operate, the strategies they drive and the decisions they make, but let’s not forget the
layer of leadership and management that exists across the middle of an organisation as this is a place
where the right leadership can make or break your efforts.

“the middle management are the ones that
actually run the business”
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Before the pandemic it probably wouldn’t have been a shock to hear the words Coaching, People,
Communication or even Emotional Intelligence coming out strong as part of a view of the next 5 years.
However, the feeling seems to be that these areas are now even more important than pre pandemic as
leaders will need to be more in touch with their people. The term ‘wellbeing’ continues to land as part of
these kinds of questions and debates with companies now appearing to push more towards this as a staple
part of the conversation.

The landscape tomorrow requires
Leadership over management

The word cloud draws out the most common
words used by this group of water leaders when

asked ‘How do you think the role of managers will
evolve and change in the next five years, starting

with the pandemic but not limited to it?’

What you maybe wouldn’t have
expected to see as part of the
conversation a couple of years ago
would be a strong virtual, remote or
technology focus. There is a general
acceptance across the leadership group
that managers will need to build strength
in these areas as they will be expected
to leverage as part of the environment. 

Recent publications from the Institute of
Customer Service outlined a number of
recommendations for focus with
Employee Engagement at no.2 on the
list. Its clear that Senior leadership in
water and associated external bodies
see the future of middle management as
being a more adaptive, people focussed
leader who can drive engagement
whether in a room with people or behind
a screen. A number of leadership styles
were asked about during the survey and
these were all prominent in thinking
about what was required in a future
state.

“It feels there is a larger requirement
than ever to lead, coach, motivate

and develop staff, and that is where
managers focus should be placed”

“Management
skills/development with
new technologies will be

more essential than in
years gone by, supporting

team with their learning
and adopting new ways of

working.”
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The TEAMS model – a future focus
of Leadership

What is TEAMS leadership? It’s the idea of developing a collection of leadership styles as a focus, not
forgetting that other styles are relevant in different circumstances, but that these particular ones may be
more suited towards what we perceive to be a leader of the future.

It provides middle managers with a way in, to better understanding leadership concepts that we believe
have become more relevant during the last couple of years.

said that Emotional
Intelligence was important

The leadership group were asked to rate the importance of each style being developed within middle
management in order to test out the individual relevancy of these styles and approaches to leadership.

97%

“In the current climate with the pandemic, I have found that adaptive
and motivational leadership styles have become more important”

Servant leadership is when the main goal of the leader is to serve. This is different from traditional
leadership where the leader's main focus is the thriving of their company or organisations. A servant leader
shares power, puts the needs of the employees first and helps people develop and perform as highly as
possible. Instead of the people working to serve the leader, the leader exists to serve the people.

said that adaptive
leadership was important94%

T
E
A
M
S

Transformational leadership is where a leader works with teams to identify needed change, creating a
vision to guide the change through inspiration, and executing the change in tandem with committed members
of a group. It is when leader behaviours influence followers and inspire them to perform beyond their
perceived capabilities.

Emotional Intelligence is the capability of individuals to recognize their own emotions and those of others,
discern between different feelings and label them appropriately, use emotional information to guide thinking
and behaviour, and adjust emotions to adapt to environments and situations.

Adaptive leadership is based on characteristics seen as necessary for leaders facing adaptive problems.
These problems differ significantly from the technical problems an organization may face: technical problems
often have a clear solution when the appropriate expertise is applied to the particular problem. Adaptive
problems, on the other hand, have no clear, one-size-fits-all solution. Adaptive problems are all about the
unknown, and adaptive leadership is about facing uncertainty with the right skill set.

Motivational leaders are self-motivated. These leaders understand the importance of continuous personal
and professional improvement. They always actively seek out new ideas through various sources, such as
books, seminars and conferences, professional publications, or networking and sharing ideas with others.
Motivational leaders are committed.
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The groups response to the question ‘How large or small would you rate the gap between
where managers capability is now and where it needs to be to achieve future goals?’

“The change to hybrid working will require more
engaging, flexible managers who can facilitate

virtual and f2f collaboration”

There’s no real disagreements in the importance of focussing on middle
management development and in particular certain leadership styles and traits.
It's important for water leaders to understand if there is a gap in terms of these
abilities and if so how big it is.

But surely there will always be a gap? Yes, that should be true if we are
focussing on the future, you would expect there to be ground to make up. This
does raise some additional questions though:

How much ground should we expect to be making up? Is this the same
ground we’ve been trying to make up for years gone by?

These questions are really important to understand in the context of the
challenge set down. If as water leaders we want to bridge the gap then
knowing if we have been trying to solve this problem for some time and
learning from whatever we have been trying is going to be crucial. 

As Einstein was quoted saying “Insanity is doing the same thing, over and over
again, but expecting different results” and insanity is probably not what’s
required from leadership.
If we know or feel like there is a gap in such an important area we probably
have a strategy to address this. It's understanding the effectiveness of the
approaches taken that will determine the success on closing the gap.

There is work to do to address
the perceived gap
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believed the gap
warrants a 3 or
above rating

91%
believed the
gap was
substantial

63%



In this scenario these entities tend to provide the following
opportunities for development:

Line Manager – if the culture supports this and the line manager is
able to coach effectively this can be highly effective. Is this
designed into your culture or is it based on the leaders preference?

HR Teams – more often than not a leadership programme,
manager skills training or coaching programme will be defined and
delivered to the group.

Change Teams – can often be overlooked but there are often
great coaches in change roles who can support managers
development when they are assigned to projects and programmes
together.

Unfortunately, the design doesn’t centre around the managers
development and so without a shared purpose/aim for this
particular challenge, efforts can have varying success.

Typical internal structures may
not always help

Different organisations carry different thinking where
development in this particular population occurs but
most follow a typical trend which looks something
like this:

“we start something and look at
one thing that is trendy and then

do something else a few years
later”
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Change
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When was the last time all 3 of these groups aligned to focus on the challenge of middle management
development?

It’s rare to see a fully joined up effort but there are some examples out there. These tend to be more achieved
through a more dynamic structure as L&D and change exist under one directorate OR the principles in play at
a senior leadership level are more around systems thinking and joining up approaches.

That said its not an impossible stretch to imaging your HR teams collaborating with senior leaders and
change teams to focus on leadership development, it just doesn’t often happen by design (even if it appears
to be happening on the surface) and requires a bit more effort to get the thinking going.

Its important to consider the consequences of not
been joined up with regards to management
development. Without a joining up of learning things
can seem like one off activities and moments in time
that can become forgotten, especially if they are not
backed up with effective techniques such as
coaching.

When asked about the alignment of the current L&D
strategy in developing managers against the areas
previously mentioned there was quite a range. More
consistency will be required and a more joined up
approach will surely help with this.

“driven as an enablement to
successful operational

achievement. Consider how
learning can be done within the
moment, bringing the theory to

life through real life scenarios or
events. Then having a robust

learning opportunity for
managers to reflect and grow

from mistakes”

Internal teams will need to become
more aligned on the challenge
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felt that the approach
was HR led38%
felt that there was no
clear approach25%

of leaders asked rated
their current L&D
strategy as medium to
low alignment

78%



Time appears to be  our enemy,
but why?

The thing that comes up time and time again (no pun intended) is TIME. The time to be
able to focus on development. Everyone is so busy and resources are stretched. There’s
no surprise then that the disparity between the time we think we should be spending on
developing these areas vs the time we believe we're actually spending is a significant one.

“Dedicating time for training and development is key and it shouldn't
be put on the backburner when other things crop up. It needs to be at

the top of the priorities”
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“We often promote people to management
posts and send them off to manage, but do not
coach or mentor them. We then complain that

they are not being effective”

felt there was a disparity between the
time spent in developing critical skills
and the time should be spending

81%
But why? One reason comes back to how we define our development for
our managers and how it is packaged. If development takes place as a
selection of one off events from a training course to a 121 to a project
meeting without the joining of any dots, it becomes harder to extract full
value from the overall experiences and easier to drop these single
events from the diary.

A joined up approach can really help to define what is meant by
development and where the opportunities lie in almost every meeting,
interaction, minute of the day, if we are prepared to look and see. A
staple of such an approach is coaching and the group surveyed almost
unanimously agreed that this has to be present in the development
equation. Finding time for this activity as a minimum is surely critical to
achieving any big goals.

believe a
coaching
approach is high
importance

91%



If we are really going to develop the skills required in our management
layers that support the building of high performing teams based on high trust
we are going to need to learn how to learn in the changing world.
What does that even mean?

Time was highlighted as a major obstacle to developing this population but
as we outlined this can be just a matter of better understanding where the
opportunities to learn present themselves and being better at prioritising the
right things.

One things for sure, the virtual vs hybrid vs face to face debate will keep
going for a while yet and of the people asked almost all felt that a hybrid
solution to learning would be the way forwards.

This opens up a another question we may want to ask ourselves, ‘In
tomorrows world, how could we become better learners?

The way we learn will need to
adapt too

“Regular coaching and 360 feedback coupled
with some theoretical learning”
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of leaders see hybrid learning as
the way to go94%



So, maybe we have a way to go with this
challenge yet but the important thing is
recognising it and giving it the respect it
deserves in the first place.

The views in this report are those of water
leaders, yes, but they are perception based
and so what looks like a big gap to one
person might seem like a small nook to
another. The report was not aimed at
providing solutions as to what to do next
(this can be dealt with later) but to shine a
light on what appears to be a real
opportunity for the water sector to grasp.

What conclusions are we able to draw from
the views provided that link back to the big
question posed around the effectiveness of
our work with this group? We’ve drawn out
the following themes:

How then can we start to think differently about responding to this?
This report has hopefully started some new thinking or maybe re-invigorated some old but beyond this there
appears to be a need for senior leaders to ensure the right amount of attention is paid to this very real
situation.

It may be that internal collaboration has increased and thinking has evolved around this very problem or it
may be that this hasn’t yet happened. Either way we believe this has to be part of the conversation and
requires a robust approach to ensure visionary goals are not left at risk. Water is important to us all and for
some there is the opportunity to effect how we move towards a more sustainable future.

In Summary – how effective are
we? how can we think differently?

A final question……as a Water Leader what would a next step look like
for YOU personally that is aligned to working on this very challenge?
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What next?
We are keen to keep the conversation alive as we see this as just the beginning of building into this
challenge and what we are aiming to inspire.
There are further questions beyond this, namely in the 'How can we’ space which will need to be given
focus. We are already starting to think about these and would like for you to support that too.
This only happens with continued input, reaction, thinking and so if you have managed to read to this point
you will inevitably be having thoughts of some kind……we would love to hear them.

This group is important and should be given the required
focus as they are integral to the sector goals

There are a specific range of Leadership
styles/approaches that we should ensure are built within
this group to make it fit for the future

There appears to be a significant gap between where we
are now and where we need to be. This will need to be
addressed

The internal approaches are sporadic and of varying
quality, more consistency would be required

Time is a real challenge to unlocking this and should be
given serious thought by senior leaders around how to
overcome

Hybrid is the current view for where we see learning
interventions going



Get Knowledge is a coaching, training and consultancy business based in the North of England.

Working within the Service sector, primarily within Water, Customer Operations, Shared Service &
Change functions we learn together and create Fun, Authentic, Caring & Trusted teams that deliver more
with less.

People see a lot of change, BUT not a lot of improvement. That is where we are different, the foundation
for all improvement starts with learning and the reason we are called ‘Get Knowledge’.

Socrates said, “I cannot teach anybody anything, I can only make them think!”, and we know it is time to
think differently about HOW we all approach change.

Our Values of FACT (Fun, Authentic, Caring & Trust) are not just how we are, they fundamentally
underpin our standards of service. 

You can find out more about Get Knowledge by going to www.getknowledge.co.uk OR you can drop us
a message at info@getknowledge.co.uk 

About Get Knowledge &
the Author
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“Jason is a fantastic coach, he’s super adaptable and can
work successfully with a really wide range of people. He’s
worked with our leadership teams to embed a Performance
Excellence culture, to understand how to identify problems

and solve them, how to lead through coaching and most
importantly how to develop a sense of team purpose that

everyone can buy into”
– Zoe Burns-Shore (CCO Yorkshire Water)The Author - Jason Elliott

Jason is a father, mountaineer, girls football coach and co-founder of Get Knowledge. Jason helps business
leaders and managers with all things improvement, with a slant towards organisations with a key role to play
in our future world.

After 18 years working using a variety of improvement methods and leading a bunch of improvement and
operational teams, Jason decided to stop ‘consulting’ and now looks to focus on helping people to think
differently about solving their own challenges by taking a more coaching led approach.

This led to the emergence of our Sustainable Performance Excellence practice which Jason heads up.

Over the past 3+ years and into current day, Jason has been hands on with water leaders helping to solve a
variety of challenges.

http://www.getknowledge.co.uk/
mailto:info@getknowledge.co.uk

